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INTRODUCTION
Understanding, monitoring and managing savanna ecosystems requires characterizing
both functional and structural properties of vegetation. From a functional perspective,
in savannas, quantitative estimation of fractional cover of photosynthetic vegetation
(fPV), non-photosynthetic vegetation (fNPV) and bare soil (fBS) is important as it
relates to carbon dynamics and ecosystem function. On the other hand, vegetation
morphology classes describe the structural properties of the ecosystem. Due to high
functional diversity and structural heterogeneity in savannas, accurately characterizing
both these properties using remote sensing is methodologically challenging. While
mapping both fractional cover and vegetation morphology classes are important
research themes within savanna remote sensing, very few studies have considered
systematic investigation of their spatial association across different spatial resolutions.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Focusing on the savanna ecosystem in the central Kalahari, this study utilized fPV, fNPV
and fBS derived in situ and estimated from spectral unmixing of high (GeoEye-1), 
medium (Landsat TM) and coarse (MODIS) spatial resolution imagery to examine: 

• what is the impact of reducing spatial resolution on both magnitude and 
accuracy of fractional cover?

• How are the fractional cover magnitude and accuracy spatially associated with 
savanna vegetation morphology classes?

STUDY AREA/ FIELD DATA
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METHODOLOGY

Multiple Endmember SMA (MESMA)

Deriving endmembers for spectral unmixing

RESULTS
Landsat unmixing result MODIS unmixing result

Overall fractional cover estimates across spatial scales (n=273 MODIS pixels)

• Comparison of field (total 148 transects) derived fractions with GeoEye derived fractions (15x15=225 
pixels): correlation for fPV (r2= 0.76), fNPV (r2= 0.70), fBS (r2= 0.67)

• MODIS and Landsat validated using GeoEye ( 273 pixels each covering area equivalent to 1 MODIS pixel)

• Decreasing spatial resolution causes 
consistent increase in variance of 
fractional cover

• Increasingly biased fractional cover 
estimates with Landsat and MODIS

• Important to notice the cover specific 
difference : fPV estimates less biased 
than fNPV and fBS at MODIS

• MESMA allows the number and type
of endmembers to vary on a per pixel
basis and addresses: pixel scale
variability in spectral dimensionality,
natural variability in the spectra of
most material

• This study utilized image derived
endmembers which offered better
scaling relation as compared to the
field derived endmember spectra

Spatial association of multi-scale fractional cover with vegetation morphology 
types for five prototype MODIS pixels in the central Kalahari
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Vegetation morphology specific variability in fractional cover magnitude and accuracy of 
fractional cover across spatial scales in the central Kalahari

• Vegetation morphology impacts fractional 
cover accuracy across all spatial resolutions 
tested. Important to sample of all vegetation 
morphology types for both model calibration 
and validation.

Structural heterogeneity and functional diversity of vegetationStudy area: Central Kalahari, Botswana


